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(1) commemorates the 40th anniversary of
the enactment of the Indian Child Welfare
Act of 1978 (25 U.S.C. 1901 et seq.);
(2) reaffirms that the Indian Child Welfare
Act of 1978 (25 U.S.C. 1901 et seq.)—
(A) protects the best interests of Indian
children;
(B) promotes the stability and security of
Indian Tribes and families; and
(C) respects the sovereign authority of
both the States and Indian Tribes; and
(3) calls on the Federal Government to continue working with Indian Tribes and States
to fully uphold and implement the Indian
Child Welfare Act of 1978 (25 U.S.C. 1901 et
seq.).
f
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SENATE
RESOLUTION
708—EXPRESSING THE NEED FOR BOLD
CLIMATE ACTION IN RESPONSE
TO
THE
RELEASE
OF
THE
UNITED NATIONS REPORT ENTITLED ‘‘GLOBAL WARMING OF 1.5
C, AN IPCC SPECIAL REPORT ON
THE
IMPACTS
OF
GLOBAL
WARMING OF 1.5 C ABOVE PREINDUSTRIAL LEVELS AND RELATED
GLOBAL
GREENHOUSE
GAS EMISSION PATHWAYS, IN
THE CONTEXT OF STRENGTHENING THE GLOBAL RESPONSE
TO THE THREAT OF CLIMATE
CHANGE, SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT,
AND
EFFORTS
TO
ERADICATE POVERTY’’ AND THE
FOURTH NATIONAL CLIMATE ASSESSMENT REPORT ENTITLED
‘‘VOLUME II: IMPACTS, RISKS,
AND
ADAPTATION
IN
THE
UNITED
STATES’’
BY
THE
UNITED
STATES
GLOBAL
CHANGE RESEARCH PROGRAM
Mr. MERKLEY (for himself, Mr.
MARKEY, Mr. WHITEHOUSE, Mr. VAN
HOLLEN, Mr. UDALL, Mr. BLUMENTHAL,
Mrs. MURRAY, Mr. BOOKER, Ms. HIRONO,
Ms. SMITH, Ms. KLOBUCHAR, Mr. WYDEN,
Ms. BALDWIN, Mr. SCHATZ, Mrs. FEINSTEIN, Mr. CARDIN, Mr. DURBIN, Mrs.
SHAHEEN, Mr. REED, Mrs. GILLIBRAND,
Ms. CANTWELL, Ms. HARRIS, Ms.
DUCKWORTH, Ms. HASSAN, and Mr. BENNET) submitted the following resolution; which was referred to the Committee on Environment and Public
Works:
S. RES. 708
Whereas, on October 8, 2018, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change released
a report entitled ‘‘Global Warming of 1.5 °C,
an IPCC special report on the impacts of
global warming of 1.5 °C above pre-industrial
levels and related global greenhouse gas
emission pathways, in the context of
strengthening the global response to the
threat of climate change, sustainable development, and efforts to eradicate poverty’’
(referred to in this preamble as the ‘‘IPCC report’’) in response to an invitation from the
United Nations Framework Convention on
Climate Change;
Whereas the IPCC report was written by 91
authors and review editors from 40 countries,
including the United States, and was reviewed by thousands of expert and government reviewers from around the world;
Whereas, on November 23, 2018, the United
States Global Change Research Program delivered its congressionally mandated Fourth
Annual Climate Assessment report entitled
‘‘Volume II: Impacts, Risks, and Adaptation
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in the United States’’ (referred to in this preamble as the ‘‘NCA report’’);
Whereas the NCA report represents the
findings of over 300 Federal and non-Federal
experts and was reviewed by the 13 Federal
agencies that comprise the United States
Global Change Research Program;
Whereas the IPCC report found that—
(1) increases in global temperature above
pre-industrial levels are overwhelmingly the
result of anthropogenic sources of atmospheric carbon and other greenhouse gases;
(2) the last 50-year period in the Northern
Hemisphere had the warmest average temperature of any 50-year period in the last 500
years;
(3) Earth is already experiencing the consequences of 1 degree Celsius warming above
pre-industrial levels in the form of extreme
weather, rising sea levels, longer and more
severe droughts, diminishing Arctic sea ice,
and diminished glacial and snow cover,
among other impacts;
(4) as the global temperature continues to
rise, the impacts of a warming atmosphere
increase in severity;
(5) the difference between warming of 1.5
degrees Celsius and 2 degrees Celsius is substantial, and limiting warming to 1.5 degrees
Celsius is affordable, feasible, and necessary
to protect people from the worst impacts of
climate change, including extreme heat,
drought, floods, and increased poverty and
instability;
(6) compared to warming of 1.5 degrees Celsius, warming at or above 2 degrees Celsius
could—
(A) result in a global sea level rise of an
additional 10 centimeters and substantially
more summers without Arctic sea ice;
(B) worsen impacts to terrestrial, freshwater, coastal, and marine ecosystems; and
(C) increase the risk of species loss and
extinctions;
(7) warming at or above 2 degrees Celsius
could also lead to—
(A) a loss of greater than 99 percent of all
coral reefs on Earth; and
(B) mass migration from regions most affected by atmospheric changes;
(8) at a rise in temperature of 1.5 degrees
Celsius, the global population exposed to
water stress could be 50 percent lower than if
the global temperature rises by 2 degrees
Celsius;
(9) the number of people exposed to extreme heat waves would rise substantially
with an increase in global temperature of 2
degrees Celsius rather than 1.5 degrees Celsius;
(10) at current rates of greenhouse gas
emissions, Earth will warm by 1.5 degrees
Celsius above pre-industrial levels by 2040;
and
(11) to avoid the effects of a rise in global
temperature of 1.5 degrees Celsius by 2040,
net global greenhouse gas emissions must be
reduced by 45 percent below 2010 levels by
2030 and 100 percent below 2010 levels by 2050;
Whereas the NCA report found that, in the
United States—
(1) rising sea levels caused by a changing
climate already threaten infrastructure and
ecosystems; and
(2) warming at or above 2 degrees Celsius
will cause—
(A) over $500,000,000,000 annually in lost
economic output from crop failure, lost
labor, and damages related to extreme
weather;
(B) crop yields of corn and soybeans to fall
an average of 15 percent;
(C) wildfires to burn at least twice as much
forest area annually;
(D) an additional 2,000 premature deaths
annually from higher temperatures in the
Midwest; and
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(E) sea levels to continue to rise, threatening public infrastructure and coastal real
estate valued at $1,000,000,000,000;
Whereas the United States is—
(1) a global leader;
(2) a member of the global community and
is affected by climate impacts such as those
outlined in the IPCC report; and
(3) already suffering from the impacts of
climate change;
Whereas it is possible and economically
beneficial to transition to a low-carbon
emission economy that would not contribute
to global climate change and would result in
sustainable economic growth; and
Whereas the Government of the United
States has failed to enact policies to effectively transition to a low-carbon emission
economy or to reduce greenhouse gas emissions in line with scientific recommendations to reduce global temperature changes:
Now, therefore, be it
Resolved, That the Senate—
(1) recognizes and accepts the findings of
the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change in the report of October 8, 2018, entitled ‘‘Global Warming of 1.5 °C, an IPCC special report on the impacts of global warming
of 1.5 °C above pre-industrial levels and related global greenhouse gas emission pathways, in the context of strengthening the
global response to the threat of climate
change, sustainable development, and efforts
to eradicate poverty’’;
(2) recognizes and accepts the findings of
the Fourth National Climate Assessment report entitled ‘‘Volume II: Impacts, Risks,
and Adaptation in the United States’’ by the
United States Global Change Research Program; and
(3) expresses that it is the sense of the Senate that—
(A) reducing greenhouse gas emissions in
line with the recommendations of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change and
the United States Global Change Research
Program would help avoid the most devastating climate change impacts and would
be good for all people of the United States;
and
(B) immediate action by Congress and the
executive branch is needed to help reduce
global greenhouse gas emissions by 45 percent below 2010 levels by 2030 and 100 percent
below 2010 levels by 2050.

Mr. MERKLEY. Mr. President, the
most important words of our Constitution are the first three: ‘‘We the People.’’ These words were written in
supersized font so that anyone standing across the room would know exactly what the vision of our Constitution is all about: government of, by,
and for the people, as Abraham Lincoln
put it—not a nation by and for the
privileged, not a nation by and for the
powerful, but for the people.
Unfortunately, we see too much
today of our government being taken
over by the powerful. We see the use of
gerrymandering, which has totally corrupted the distribution of power in the
House of Representatives just down
that hallway. We see the use of voter
suppression in State after State. My
colleague from Illinois just pointed out
that a man nominated to be a judge
here in the United States of America
was a key advocate, a key participant,
a key architect of voter suppression.
That should deeply trouble every Member of this body because if you believe
in the vision of our Constitution, you
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would be a full-on advocate for voter
empowerment, not voter suppression.
We see this played out in all kinds of
different policies. We saw it played out
in 2017 when the powerful drove
through this body a $1.5 trillion theft
of Federal resources and distributed it
to the richest Americans. That is what
happens in corrupt countries far overseas. But it happened right here, right
in this Chamber—a theft of $1.5 trillion
out of our Treasury, distributed
through that tax bill to the richest
Americans. I can tell my colleagues
after having done 360 townhalls in my
home state, 220 of them in very red
counties, no one has ever come up to
me—not from the left or the right or
the center—and said: I have a great
idea. Let’s raid the Federal Treasury
and distribute it to the richest people
among us. Yet that is what we see with
government by and for the powerful, as
demonstrated right now, here in this
U.S. Senate and the House of Representatives down the hall.
I will tell you where else we see it.
We see it in the neglect of our responsibility to care for our beautiful bluegreen planet. All across the land, we
are seeing the devastating consequences of carbon pollution and the
heat that it is trapping and the consequences that is driving. Yet here in
this Chamber, on this most important
responsibility, we do absolutely nothing. In fact, we make it worse, with the
majority serving simply as the implementers of whatever version of fossil
fuel special favor, special interest,
powerful interest policy they can possibly think up—more and more for fossil fuels, more and more damage to our
country.
This, certainly, is a situation we are
in where we are seeing our land pillaged and polluted. That is a battle we
have been waging for many years, but
this last week we had a powerful reminder of just how much trouble we
are in. Just last week—last Friday—
the Trump administration released the
‘‘Fourth National Climate Assessment,’’ and what it has to say is frightening. It is shocking. Realize that this
is not some environmental group; this
is not some leftwing think tank; this is
the Trump administration releasing
this report.
This is what it has to say. It says
that our climate is changing, that its
impacts are being felt all around us because of human activity and the carbon
pollution being released into the atmosphere from the burning of fossil
fuels. This report was written by 13
Federal agencies, and it reiterates this
point time and again, and it has the
following sentence: ‘‘Earth’s climate is
now changing faster than at any point
in the history of modern civilization,
primarily as a result of human activities.’’
This is the statement from the
Trump administration’s 13 agencies
that came together to alert us to exactly where we stand.
What does this mean in real terms?
Well, it means we are going to see
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many more extremely hot days and far
fewer cold days. We are going to see
more extreme weather events, like the
recordbreaking heat waves, like the extensive wildfires out West, like the intensified and deadly hurricanes that
have been crashing on our shores.
We are also going to see the impact
in our economy. The report estimates
that within our children’s lifetime, climate chaos will cost our Nation upward of one-half trillion dollars each
year in crop damage, in lost labor, and
in extreme weather damage to public
infrastructure and that we will lose another $1 trillion each year in lost
wealth and real estate along our coasts
because of rising sea levels and because
of more powerful hurricanes—hurricanes that remind us of Michael, Harvey, Irma, and Maria over the last 2
years.
We will also see an impact on winter
tourism because of lower snowpack in
the mountains, which means less skiing, snowboarding, and snowmobiling.
Back home in Oregon, when the snow
level drops, we see a dramatic drop in
snow tourism. We don’t just think of it
as tourism; we also think of it as our
joy of being able to participate in these
activities in our beautiful Cascade
Mountains. Of course, that smaller
snowpack means warmer, smaller
streams—not too good for fishing—and
it certainly means less water for irrigation.
The report—again, the Trump administration report—estimates that in
parts of the Midwest, farmers will be
able to produce less than 75 percent of
the corn they produce today, with a
similar impact on soybean yield, and
corn and soybeans make up the vast
majority of the 127 million acres of the
Midwest’s
agricultural
production.
That area, in fact, is one of the most
intense areas of agricultural production in the world, responsible for $76
billion per year in economic activity.
So when it takes a big hit, the economy of the Midwest takes a big hit.
That means a lot of farmers losing
their farms.
Then we have the health impacts
that are laid out in this report—again,
the Trump administration report. It
lays out that there will be an estimated 2,000 additional premature
deaths per year from extreme temperatures and unsafe breathing conditions.
Within our child’s lifetime, the report
says, Chicago could resemble Phoenix,
with up to 2 months of over-100-degree
days, and scorching temperatures could
make Phoenix practically uninhabitable for up to 5 months of the year.
Human health will also be affected
with an expansion of mosquito-borne
and tick-borne illnesses and waterborne disease, as well as ailments related to air contamination from wildfire smoke. This isn’t just some future
challenge; it is a challenge we have
today. In both of the last two summers,
a good portion of my State was covered
by smoke from wildfires, and the result
was that a lot of people had breathing
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difficulties
and
more
intensified
breathing difficulties, and a good number ended up in the hospital. A lot of
asthma was triggered by that smoke. A
lot of people cancelled their outdoor
activities during the time of year when
we most value the opportunity to be on
the beach, in the mountains, on the
hiking trails, and at the lakes.
Certainly, we saw economic consequences. Many of our outdoor concerts and venues, including festivals,
had to cancel performances. I talked to
the owner of a furniture store who said
that even he was impacted because of
the taint from the smoke smell. Certainly, our wine producers were concerned about what that might do to the
taste of Oregon’s fantastic pinot noir—
the world’s best, the best on the planet—pinot noir wine.
So who will bear the brunt of these
health emergencies? Is it the powerful
and privileged, who are driving the
policies to keep burning as much fossil
fuels as they possibly can to turn their
multimillionaires into multibillionaires? No. The powerful and privileged,
living in their gated communities, with
their air-filtered and air-conditioned
mansions, will protect themselves.
They will move to where the impacts
are the least. Who will bear the brunt?
The young and the old, whose immune
systems are more susceptible to health
problems; low-income and middle-income Americans, who can’t afford to
move to where there are fewer consequences, whose jobs are most likely
to be impacted by the economic consequences of climate chaos.
I know President Trump wanted to
ignore his own report and put it out on
Black Friday because he figured that
the day after Thanksgiving is the day
when the fewest Americans would pay
attention. That is why I am on the
floor right now to draw attention to
this report, the Trump report, on the
devastating consequences of continuing
to burn fossil fuels.
Everything we saw laid out in this
‘‘National Climate Assessment’’ from
the Trump administration was echoed
by the international report from the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change that was released last month.
That report summarized that within
the next 12 years—we are not talking 12
centuries or 12 decades but 12 years—
we are going to start feeling intensified
effects of climate chaos on top of what
we have already experienced. The
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change report was put together by 91
researchers in 41 countries. They summarized that we have already passed
the 1-degree centigrade warming mark,
which is almost 2 degrees Fahrenheit.
They said we are well on our way to
the 2-degree mark, which means catastrophic climate chaos.
If you were in the middle of the fires
in Oregon, if you were in the middle of
the fire in Paradise, CA, if you were in
the path of Hurricanes Irma, Maria, or
Michael, you might already say we
have catastrophic climate chaos, but
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they are using the term to describe a
significant amplification from what we
are seeing right now. They are ringing
a five-alarm fire bell to say: This is the
moment to wake up.
Wake up, America. You are a democratic republic. You are supposed to be
able to respond to the challenges that
come before us. And we have a massive
challenge: devastating consequences of
carbon pollution. You must stop burning carbon. Find a path to change how
we operate in transportation, how we
operate in generating electricity. Address this issue. Hold every hearing,
summon every scientist, ring every
bell, and get to work. That is what
these two reports are saying to us.
So, colleagues, if you are sitting here
asleep at the switch, you are not doing
your job. If you are sitting here advocating for the fossil fuel industry, you
are worse than not doing your job—you
are helping to damage the land across
this great Nation for all Americans. So
wake up and get to work.
This isn’t a Democratic issue or a Republican issue, a blue county or red
county. In fact, the biggest impacts are
felt in our red counties, where the
foundation of the economy is farming,
fishing, and forestry, and every one of
those is being impacted by this effect.
So we, as representatives in our democratic Republic, with our ‘‘We the People’’ Constitution—it is our job to operate for the people, not for the powerful,
not for the privileged.
I will be introducing a resolution
that recognizes and accepts the findings of these reports, acknowledges the
expertise from 91 scientists in 41 countries and 300 scientists in 13 Federal
agencies, the combined efforts of these
two reports that say that we are in
trouble and we must act, and we must
act in partnership with the world.
We need to act here. We need to say
to Trudeau of Canada: You want to be
a climate leader. You claim you are a
climate leader. Why are you tripling
the size of the pipeline that serves the
tar sands?
We need to say to the leadership of
Australia: Your outback is on fire during your winter. Your coral reefs are
dying. The Great Barrier Reef has died
in the last 10 years. Why are you doubling down on coal?
We need to say to Japan: Don’t base
your energy future on liquefied natural
gas, which is simply another fossil fuel
strategy.
We need to say to Germany: Why do
you want this gas pipeline from Russia
as a foundation for your energy future?
Let’s all be in this together because
if any nation acts by itself, we can’t
change the course—the big course, the
big picture—of the damage carbon pollution is doing. We have to work together. That means we now pivot and
say: Let’s recognize that renewable energy is now the cheapest energy. It is
less expensive to generate a kilowatt
hour of electricity from renewable energy, from solar wind, than it is from
fossil fuels. Let’s not just realize that
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carbon is doing all this damage; let’s
also recognize that the strongest economy will be built on the cheapest energy, which is renewable energy. So we
have every reason to act.
Let’s remember that we were founded
as a ‘‘we the people’’ vision, and let’s
honor that vision.
f

SENATE
RESOLUTION
709—CONDEMNING
RUSSIA’S
PROVOCATIVE ACTIONS IN THE KERCH
STRAIT AGAINST THE UKRAINIAN NAVY
Mr. JOHNSON (for himself, Mr. MURPHY, Mr. BARRASSO, Mrs. SHAHEEN, Mr.
PORTMAN, Mr. RUBIO, Mr. MARKEY, Mr.
COTTON, and Mr. MORAN) submitted the
following resolution; which was referred to the Committee on Foreign
Relations:
S. RES. 709
Whereas, on November 24, 2018, Ukraine
commemorated the 85th anniversary of the
Ukrainian Famine of 1932–1933, known as the
Holodomor, in which millions of Ukrainians
perished under Soviet policies designed to
break Ukrainian resistance to Soviet communist rule and forced collectivization;
Whereas, on November 25, 2018, Russian
Federation military forces fired on three
Ukrainian Navy vessels attempting to transit the Kerch Strait between the Black Sea
and the Sea of Azov;
Whereas the three Ukrainian ships were
seized by Russian Federation forces, and
Ukrainian government officials stated that
at least six of the 24 captured Ukrainian sailors were wounded in the incident;
Whereas the Russian Federation’s seizure
of the Ukrainian vessels is a blatant violation of its commitments under international
law and a 2003 Agreement between the Russian Federation and Ukraine on cooperation
in the use of the sea of Azov and the strait
of Kerch;
Whereas, on May 15, 2018, the Government
of the Russian Federation completed construction of a road and rail bridge over the
Kerch Strait, connecting Russia with Crimea
in Ukraine, and has systematically harassed
Ukrainian
and
international
shipping
transiting between the Black Sea and the
Sea of Azov;
Whereas, in March 2014, Russian Federation forces invaded and occupied Ukraine’s
Crimean peninsula, in full contravention of
the Russian Federation’s commitments
under the United Nations Charter and the
Helsinki Final Act condemning the threat or
use of force as means of altering international borders;
Whereas the Government of the Russian
Federation has increased considerably its
military presence in occupied Crimea since
2014, including increasing military personnel
to an estimated 28,000–29,000, adding six new
submarines and three frigates to the Black
Seas Fleet, and deploying S–400 long-range
air defense battalions;
Whereas the Government of the Russian
Federation continues its efforts to destabilize eastern Ukraine, bears responsibility
for the ongoing conflict that has cost the
lives of over 10,000 Ukrainians, and recently
orchestrated illegitimate leadership elections in the Luhansk and Donetsk regions;
Whereas section 1234 of the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2018
(Public Law 115–91; 131 Stat. 1659) authorizes
the Secretary of Defense, in coordination
with the Secretary of State, to provide appropriate security assistance to the Ukrainian Armed Forces; and
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Whereas, on July 25, 2018, Secretary of
State Michael Pompeo issued the Crimea
Declaration, cementing United States nonrecognition of Russian sovereignty over Crimea and calling upon Russia to uphold its
commitments under international law regarding the territorial integrity of other
states: Now, therefore, be it
Resolved, That the Senate—
(1) strongly condemns the provocative actions of the Government of the Russian Federation in the Kerch Strait against the
Ukrainian navy;
(2) calls upon the Government of Russia to
immediately release all Ukrainian crew
members and vessels and to cease its harassment of Ukrainian and international shipping transiting the Kerch Strait;
(3) stresses that the behavior of the Government of the Russian Federation is destabilizing for the entire region and invites further escalations;
(4) urges members of the international
community to unite in opposition to the actions of the Government of the Russian Federation in the Kerch Strait, as they infringe
upon fundamental principles of international
law affecting all nations;
(5) welcomes and affirms Secretary of
State Pompeo’s Crimea Declaration announcing United States policy to never recognize Russia’s attempted annexation of Crimea;
(6) reaffirms the unwavering support of the
people and the Government of the United
States for the people of Ukraine and
Ukraine’s territorial integrity; and
(7) calls upon the President and the entire
Administration to implement an all-of-government approach to forcefully express opposition to the Russian Federation’s November
25, 2018, attack on Ukrainian forces at every
opportunity.
f

AMENDMENTS SUBMITTED AND
PROPOSED
SA 4063. Mr. MCCONNELL (for Mr. ISAKproposed an amendment to the bill H.R.
3946, to name the Department of Veterans
Affairs community-based outpatient clinic
in Statesboro, Georgia, the Ray Hendrix Department of Veterans Affairs Clinic.
SA 4064. Mr. MCCONNELL (for Mr. ISAKSON) proposed an amendment to the bill H.R.
3946, supra.
SA 4065. Mr. MCCONNELL (for Ms. BALDWIN) proposed an amendment to the resolution S. Res. 424, honoring the 25th anniversary of the National Guard Youth Challenge
Program.
SA 4066. Mr. MCCONNELL (for Mr. MENENDEZ) proposed an amendment to the bill H.R.
1918, to oppose loans at international financial institutions for the Government of Nicaragua unless the Government of Nicaragua is
taking effective steps to hold free, fair, and
transparent elections, and for other purposes.
f
SON)

TEXT OF AMENDMENTS
SA 4063. Mr. McCONNELL (for Mr.
ISAKSON) proposed an amendment to
the bill H.R. 3946, to name the Department of Veterans Affairs communitybased outpatient clinic in Statesboro,
Georgia, the Ray Hendrix Department
of Veterans Affairs Clinic; as follows:
Strike all after the enacting clause and insert the following:
SECTION 1. NAME OF DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS COMMUNITY-BASED
OUTPATIENT CLINIC, STATESBORO,
GEORGIA.

The Department of Veterans Affairs community-based
outpatient
clinic
in
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